Japanese Film Industry: The Japanese Film Industry is our current focus. A selection of the latest Japanese films, including the highly anticipated "Ichi the Killer," will be screened in the UK. 

Crafting Beauty in Modern Japan: An Exposition at the British Museum

The British Museum is currently hosting an exhibition that explores the art and design of modern Japan. This exhibition features works by contemporary Japanese artists and designers, showcasing their innovative approaches to traditional materials and techniques.

Miki Haruse Season at the BFI

Miki Haruse, one of Japan's most acclaimed actresses, has been invited to the BFI for a special season of her films. The season will run from 11th to 20th July 2007.

East Weaves East - Basketry From Japan & Britain

An exhibition showcasing the traditional basketry skills of Japan and the UK, highlighting the cultural exchange that has taken place over the centuries.

Winning Speeches at Nihongo Cup 2007

The annual Nihongo Cup, a competition for Japanese language students from across the UK, was held in July 2007. The winning speeches were selected for their creativity, accuracy, and cultural insights.

Japanese Studies in Welsh Schools

A project to introduce Japanese studies to Welsh schools is currently underway, aiming to increase cultural awareness and language proficiency.

On Offer: World Heritage Site Photography

A photography exhibition of world heritage sites, featuring iconic landmarks such as the Great Wall of China and the Taj Mahal, will be on display in various locations across the UK.

2007 Japan Foundation Group Study Tour for Secondary School Teachers

A study tour organized by the Japan Foundation, this tour offers secondary school teachers the opportunity to experience Japanese culture first-hand. Information on how to apply can be found on the Japan Foundation's website.